ABOUT US

The formation of the Malta SuperYacht Network is just one way how Malta is preparing itself to become a center of excellence for super yachts. The network is also proactively identifying gaps in Malta’s offering in terms of resources, qualifications, expertise and even promotion and coming up with solutions, working closely with stakeholders in industry and education. We are committed to delivering the following to our customers:

- Air Conditioning
- Automation
- Blasting
- Brush painting
- Chemical pipe cleaning
- Docking facilities and hard-standing
- Engineering design
- Electrical engineering
- Electronics
- Entertainment systems
- Generators
- Hull Planking
- Hydraulic Engineering
- Joinery
- Mechanical engineering
- Refrigeration
- Sails
- Structural alterations
- Safety equipment
- Sewage treatment equipment
- Spray painting
- Teak Docking Re-caulking
- Thermo cover construction
- Upholstery and furnishings
- Ventilation
- Water makers
- Support Services

A POSITIVE APPROACH TO OUR FUTURE

Super Yacht Industry Network—Malta was in its eleventh year since its inception, was created to ensure the highest standards of expertise and service. The network is being driven by a group of local companies offering a wide spectrum of yacht repair & refit services. Membership of the network is open to those who reach stringent standards laid down in a quality charter. Performance is monitored to ensure that standards are maintained.

The network is also providing a networking platform that can introduce business to the very diverse services that it offers and establish a strong presence in the region. The “stamp of approval” implied by membership will safeguard and build on the very positive reputation that the island has established, with a strong element of repeat business and a portfolio that includes the world’s most prestigious super yachts.

CONTACT US

Tel: +356 7949 2714
Email: info@superyachtindustrymalta.com
www.superyachtindustrymalta.com

YOUR SUPERYACHT PARTNERS IN THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN
A GROWING FORCE IN THE SUPER YACHT INDUSTRY

Our Members:

- Bradbury Yachting Concierge Services Ltd
- Cutrico Marine
- Ellipse Naval Architectures
- I-Cap Marine Ltd
- Maltco Island Yacht Yard
- Melita Marine Group
- Salvo Grima & Son Ltd
- UNEC
- XV360

Yachts Serviced By Our Members:

- MY 5 FISHES
- MY 7 SEAS
- MY 777
- MY ACHILLES
- MY ACULA
- MY ADELANTE
- MY AKULA
- MY ALBACORA
- MY ALIBI
- MY AMEVI SURPRISE
- MY ANASTASIS
- MY ANGARA
- MY ANNA
- MY ANNA EVA
- MY ANNABEL
- MY ANTARES
- MY ARATHUSA
- MY ARCTIC SUNRISE
- MY ARETI 2
- MY ARETI II
- MY ATLANTIDE
- MY ATLANTIS II
- MY AVIVA
- MY AVIVA 11
- MY AXANTHIA
- MY BALTIC SEA
- MY BARRACUDA
- MY BE MINE
- MY BIG CHANGE
- MY BIG CHANGE II
- MY BIG SKY
- MY BIG WHALE
- MY BISON
- MY BLUE EYES
- MY BLUE SHADOW
- MY BYSTANDER
- MY CAPRICE
- MY CAPRICE I
- MY CAT WALK
- MY CEDAR SEA
- MY CEDAR SEA II
- MY CHABADU
- MY CLAUDIA B
- MY CLIFFORD
- MY CLOUD 9
- MY COMMERCIAL BREAK
- MY CONSTELLATION
- MY DANIELA
- MY DARDANELLA
- MY DAY BREAK
- MY DEBS DELIGHT
- MY DILBAR
- MY DIONE SKY
- MY DOA
- MY DREAM ON
- MY DRENEC
- MY ECLIPSE
- MY ECSTASEA
- MY ELANDESS
- MY ELEONORA
- MY FADALLAH
- MY FATHOM
- MY FLEURTJE
- MY FORTALEZZA
- MY GALAXY
- MY GARDENIA
- MY GRAND CRU III
- MY GREAT WHALE
- MY GRETA-R
- MY HANA
- MY HERCULES
- MY ICE
- MY ICE LADY
- MY INDIAN EMPRESS
- MY ISTROS
- MY JACQUES DE MOLAY
- MY JEMS
- MY KALANI
- MY KANALOA
- MY KARIMA
- MY KOGO
- MY KOO
- MY KYRENIA
- MY LADY GOOD GIRL
- MY LADY M
- MY LADY NAG NAG
- MY LADY NATINIA
- MY LADY OLGA
- MY LADY VISTA
- MY LADYSHIP
- MY LALLIE
- MY LAMU
- MY LE GRAND BLEU
- MY LE PHAROAN
- MY LEGEND
- MY LIBECCIUE
- MY LION WIND
- MY LOLA D
- MY LOTUS
- MY LUNA
- MY MAKKAK
- MY MAR
- MY MARACUNDA
- MY MARAYA
- MY MARIDOME
- MY MARTHA ANNE
- MY MARY-JEAN II
- MY MAYAN QUEEN
- MY MEAMINA
- MY METSUYAN
- MY METSUYAN IV
- MY MICHELA
- MY MIMTEEW
- MY MOONBELS
- MY MOSAIQUE
- MY MRS SEVEN
- MY NAUTINIER
- MY NEW CENTURY
- MY NEW SUNRISE
- MY NOISY 66
- MY NOSTROMO
- MY NUMPTIA
- MY OBERON
- MY OBSESSIONS
- MY OLIMPIA
- MY OLIVA
- MY OLYMPIA
- MY OPAL C
- MY PAKELA
- MY PALOMA
- MY PANGAEA
- MY PATRONA
- MY PEGASO
- MY PEGASUS
- MY PELORUS
- MY PERLA
- MY PETRA
- MY PHOEBE
- MY PLAN B
- MY PRINCE ABDULAZIZ
- MY PRINCESS IOLANTHE
- MY QUEEN K
- MY RASA
- MY RIELA
- MY RISING SUN
- MY ROMA
- MY ROSEHEARTY
- MY ROXANNE
- MY SAMAX
- MY SANSOUCCI STAR
- MY SCORPION
- MY SCORPION
- MY SEA LION
- MY SEAGULL II
- MY SECRET LOVE
- MY SENSES
- MY SERENE
- MY SHAHA
- MY SHUBRA
- MY SHUBRA II
- MY SKAT
- MY SKY
- MY SLIP STREAM
- MY SPIRIT OF JURA
- MY STARFIRE
- MY SUSSURO
- MY SWEET PEA
- MY TALISMAN C
- MY TAMBORA
- MY TATIANA
- MY THEA
- MY TITAN
- MY TOLD U SO
- MY TOURQUOISE
- MY TRITON
- MY TWIZZLE
- MY UTOPIA
- MY VIBRANT CURIOSITY
- MY VILLA NAUTIC
- MY WAVE RUNNER
- MY WAY OUT
- MY WHALE
- MY WHALE SONG
- MY WHEELS
- MY YAWEN
- MY YLANG YLANG
- MY ZARINA
- MY ZAZOU
- SY ANDRIA
- SY ANTARES
- SY ARIA
- SY ATLANDIDE
- SY AXIA
- SY BARONG C
- SY BRAVADO
- SY DRUMBEAT
- SY FLUERTJE
- SY GENEVIEVE
- SY GHOST
- SY INFATUATION
- SY MALTESE FALCON
- SY MIKADO
- SY NOSTROMO
- SY OPIUM
- SY PHOCEA
- SY PLAYMOBIL
- SY ROSEHEARTY
- SY SHENANDOAH
- SY SILVER TIP
- SY SOUTH WIND
- SY SOVEREIGN SEA
- SY SQUALL
- SY SULEA
- SY TIARA
- SY UNFURLED
- SY VELSHEDA
- SY VENT D' EST
- SY WHIMSY

Bradbury Yachting Concierge Services Ltd
Cutrico Marine
Ellipse Naval Architectures
I-Cap Marine Ltd
Melita Marine Group
Salvo Grima & Son Ltd
UNEC
XV360

Yacht Projects
Affinity Malta
Atlantis Management Ltd
Fenech & Fenech Advocates
Ganado Advocates
KPMG
KD Marine
Mann Made Ltd
Marine & Industrial Consulting Ltd
MBJ SA Nautical
Naval Architectural Services

A GROWING FORCE IN THE SUPERYACHT INDUSTRY
ABOUT US
Bradbury YCS Ltd is keen to ensure that the company’s incorporation, esteemed loyal to its core values and believes in the way that the business is operated. At Bradbury YCS, customer service and responsiveness matter. The essential ingredients are service and communication, with an invaluable wealth of stores experience and knowledge, we always strive to achieve the highest standard of service to all our customers. We understand that customers are faced with the challenge of managing their businesses, and we have the resources of delivering high-quality services. We are at the forefront of supply of yachts and all types of supplies, and we take pride in offering a comprehensive service that meets the needs and expectations of our clients.

We firmly believe that ship stores must be a trusted partnership between us and our customers. With an invaluable wealth of stores experience and knowledge, we always aim to achieve the highest standard in service to all our customers.

Our Vision
We come together in tandem to create a customer-centered organization like no other. The vision is primarily driven towards meeting every demand and request with a solution. We aim to provide a service through which any yacht or luxury vessel stopping by Malta’s shores can enjoy fine food at their own convenience, aboard their own liner. Tus, what can only be described as a professional endeavor materializes into a win-win situation for both customer and retailer as we are trying to give new meaning to yachting concierge services.

Our Services

Provisioning
We know the quality is still the best advertising. The whole Bradbury team strives to provide the best quality products to your yacht. Our selection of fresh and natural products play an integral role in keeping a being healthy. We choose our suppliers carefully, and we demand a high-level of product quality—from controlled origin to final delivery. When some brands are concerned, we are proud of the high-standards we have set.

Catering
The passion for food and the top atmosphere makes us move the limits and set new standards in the catering scene. Your desires, needs, and expectations are what inspire us. Our catering service is designed in a way that enhances the overall experience. When you try one of our creations, you can only be thrilled. Except catering for a different type of events, we offer also crew lunch/dinner catering while your yacht is in a shipyard, a chef is not onboard, or in any similar situations.

Going the Extra Mile
Owing to the lavish lifestyles led by our primary target audience, we take our services a step further by entering the healthcare and wellness field. We have established means by which beauty services such as massages, manicures, pedicures etc. could be carried out aboard clients’ yachts or at selected spas. Amongst beauty products, the establishment also offers medicinal products, clothing and even the service of personal shopping of different fabrics, upon request.

Further to this, the company also provides hostesses or any staff members one might require. The services of event planning, chauffeuring, transportation and travel, exclusive excursions and also discreet security, are all on offer by Bradbury personnel.

Contact
Address: Bradbury Yachting Concierge Service, Grand Harbour Marina, Malta
Tel: (+356) 9994 9995
Email: info@bradburyycs.com
www.bradburyycs.com
QUALITY EQUIPMENT & SERVICING IN THE HEART OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

QUALITY EQUIPMENT & SERVICING IN THE HEART OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

About Us

Cutrico Marine, a department within Cutrico Services Ltd was set up to service the ever-growing yachting industry. We have accumulated the knowledge required for this department through many years of work on various boats and yachts. The company has built a solid reputation by covering a wide range of Marine equipment and accessories. It is our policy to meet the requirements of the customer with the highest level of quality and service. Cutrico Marine has an extensive list of clients in the yachting industry, private boats and yachts, and companies. Cutrico Marine is well established in the yachting industry and is known for its top-quality products and services.

Our Vision

Cutrico Marine is dedicated to providing high-quality Marine equipment and services to our clients. Our team of qualified professionals is committed to offering efficient, reliable, and cost-effective solutions to meet the specific needs of each client. We strive to exceed our clients' expectations by delivering exceptional quality and exceptional service. Cutrico Marine is dedicated to providing the best possible solutions for all your Marine equipment needs.

Our Services

Cutrico Marine offers a wide range of services, including:

- Marine equipment design and installation
- Marine equipment repair and maintenance
- Marine equipment sales and installation
- Marine equipment service and support
- Marine equipment installation and training
- Marine equipment project management
- Marine equipment sales and service
- Marine equipment design and installation
- Marine equipment repair and maintenance
- Marine equipment sales and installation
- Marine equipment service and support
- Marine equipment installation and training
- Marine equipment project management
- Marine equipment sales and service

Contact

Address:
Cutrico Marine
Cutrico Ltd
Mriehel Bypass
Mriehel
BKR 3000, Malta

Tel:
(+356) 2149 8658, (+356) 2149 8693

Mob:
(+356) 7948 6078

Email:
marine@cutrico.com

Website:
www.cutricomarine.com
ABOUT US
Ellcee Nautical Services also known as Camilleri Marine has been serving the maritime industry since 1979. Located on the seafront right in the hub of the Maltese yachting center, we aim to provide yacht owners with specialized services with an eye for detail and punctuality. Powered by a team of engineers and specialists, most of whom trained and certified by our portfolio of 38 brand strong partners, we are able to assist the yacht owner with maintenance, project management, installation, modification, supply of equipment and full refit.

OUR VISION
Partnered with Malta’s top shipyards and supported by our distribution and retail outlet Camilleri Marine, we are able to provide the prospective yacht owner and captain with a full total refit.
Malta’s First online e-shop for the convenience of super yachts around the Med, we can deliver anywhere. Our e-shop has a database of over 8000 marine products essential for any Superyacht Engineer. No need to call just order online.

ELLCEE Nautical Services is the option you should consider if you want quality, service and a team that knows your needs. We are ready to work for you and ensure that your vessel is serviced on time within budget.

Amongst our Services we offer:
• Project Management,
• Repair and maintenance of marine electronics, including pick up and delivery, installation etc.,
• Electrical services,
• Waste maker servicing, installation and repair,
• Upholstery services,
• Gel coat and fiberglass repairs and finishing.

Our commitment is to satisfy an ever-growing customer base with our outstanding service & quality guarantee.
To keep your vessel sailing is our goal!

OUR SERVICES
Our core business revolves on our in house team made up of:
• Electronics & electrical engineer specialized in GMDSS equipment and radars,
• Fiberglass repair and finishes,
• Teak specialist,
• 24/7 on call driver,
• Watermaker & plumbing specialist,
• Safety equipment specialist,
• Project Manager.

CONTACT
Address: Ellcee Nautical Supplies Co. Ltd, 162A Ta’Xbiex Seafront, Gzira, Malta.
Tel: (+356) 2134 6320, (+356) 2134 5414, Mob: (+356) 9943 9954
Email: camarine@ellcee.com
www.camillerimarine.com / www.marineelectronicsmalta.com
ABOUT US

I-Cap Malta is a member of the I-Cap Group of companies who provide a wide range of corporate and trust services from our offices in Malta. I-Cap Malta is licensed by the Malta Financial Services Authority to provide fiduciary services, act as a trustee and as a retirement scheme administrator. I-Cap Malta is approved by Transport Malta to act as a Resident Agent under the Merchant Shipping Act.

I-Cap Malta works closely with I-Cap Marine, another member of the I-Cap Group, which is based in the Isle of Man. I-Cap Marine specialises in providing professional and innovative management services. I-Cap Marine is approved to act as a Representative Person by the Manx Ship Registry and is a member of both the British Marine Federation and the European Committee for Professional Yachting.

OUR ETHOS

As an independently owned group, I-Cap Group’s main focus is to cultivate, grow and maintain long term client relationships and to ensure that our clients always receive the highest levels of service that is proactive, solutions driven and efficient and that our clients get clear advice that is most appropriate for their needs, whether this be provided in-house or via I-Cap Group’s network of trusted and highly skilled marine specialists.

Over many years I-Cap Malta has earned an enviable reputation in the industry for providing exceptional levels of customer service, effective and peace of mind solutions, and value for money.

OUR SERVICES

I-Cap Malta and I-Cap Marine work together to provide a comprehensive suite of services to support clients and ease the responsibility of owning and operating your vessel, which range from VAT leasing structures, crew management and payroll and assisting with the purchase and sales of vessels, including expedition and expedition.

VALUE FOR MONEY, PEACE OF MIND AND THE DELIVERY OF EXCELLENCE AS STANDARD

I-CAP MALTA

CONTACT

Address: Integrated-Capabilities (Malta) Ltd, 45/13 Strait Street, Valletta, VLT 1434, Malta.
Tel: +356 2247 8800
Email: info@icapmarine.com
www.i-capgroup.com

I-Cap Malta’s range of marine services include:

- Yacht ownership structures – including temporary admissions structures
- Registrations in key jurisdictions including Malta, The Isle of Man, UK, Cayman and The Marshall Islands
- Leasing structures – including Malta VAT leasing schemes
- Crew management and payroll
- Assistance with purchase and sales – including expedition and expedition
- Project & crisis management & resolution
- Bookkeeping & accounting
- Arranging finance, insurance & surveys
- Arranging legal and taxation advice
ABOUT US
Manoel Island Yacht Yard Ltd. (MIYY) is one of the oldest established yacht repair yards in the Mediterranean. The steady flow of demanding clientele has made this yard evolve and meet our clients’ specialized demands. Throughout the years MIYY has enjoyed respect for its commitment, reliability, and workmanship, which are now synonymous with MIYY.

OUR VISION
As a leading Mediterranean Yacht Repair and Refit Yard we will constantly endeavor to offer our esteemed clientele a professional yet personal and friendly one stop yachting facility center providing a full range of products and services for the yachting community.

MIYY
MIYY has an English-speaking workforce of professional tradesmen, and is fully equipped to perform maintenance, overhaul, repair, refits, and conversions on timber, steel, aluminium and GRP yachts. Our workforce is also complemented by a number of approved international and local sub-contractors, who are at our disposal to enhance and offer a specialized and complete service.

33,000 square metres over which the facilities are spread and manned by round-the-clock security personnel and CCTV security cameras.

7 The yard operates seven slipways, capable of slipping vessels up to 50 metres in length
450 tons of total displacement and ample jetty capacity and berthing facilities for afloat work
700 Over 700 boats serviced annually with a marine travel hoist with a maximum lifting capacity of 50 Tons.

Advantages in Choosing MIYY:
• Quality range of facilities and infrastructure
• Location at the center of the Mediterranean
• Project management ensures undivided attention to each project
• Highly experienced craftsmen
• Competitive rates
• Very mild weather
• Fraction of repair fees for vessels with direct flights to all major European cities
• On site storage/berthing facilities available
• 24 hour security

OUR SERVICES
• Engineering and electronic repairs and installations
• Get cost and fibreglass repairs
• Underwater spray painting by a specialized painting team qualified and experienced in the market existing solutions
• Teak cleaning and traditional joinery
• Repairs for the leaking of decks and hull seams
• De-stepping/stepping and tuning of masts
• UHF radio service and certification
• Hull and superstructure painting
• Propeller repairs and bow thruster installations
• Sales and service of offshore fire fighting systems
• Refrigeration and A/C repairs and installations

CONTACT
Address: Manoel Island Yacht Yard
Manoel Island, Gzira, GZR 3013, Malta
Tel: (+356) 2133 4453/4, Fax: (+356) 2134 3900
Email: info@yachtyard-malta.com
www.yachtyard-malta.com

MANOEL ISLAND YACHT YARD

MANOEL ISLAND YACHT YARD

TRADITION • VALUE • EXCELLENCE
Melita Marine Group is a Mediterranean leader in the provision of professional yachting services. These services include total refit and repair management from the Group’s own 100m vessel capability yard facilities and dry dock, as well as agency, yacht brokerage and charter, customs clearance, duty free supplies and bunkering. Within the Group’s strong brand employs the Group are experts in the fields of engine, mechanical, electrical and electronic repair, as well as a dedicated team of yacht painters – all of whom have benefited from the Group’s major brand representations such as MTU and AWLGRIP. Since 2010 the Group has run and expanded Mgarr Marina in Gozo.

Our vision

A background in the finest traditions of yachting professionalism; a peerless covenant between our employees and our clients; an unyielding commitment to getting the job done on time at the right price: these are the cornerstones of Melita Marine Group. Building off these traditions, the company’s goal is to continue to set standards for ensuring complete customer satisfaction. Going forward, the realm of commercial interests represented by the Melita Marine Group are developing beyond the boundaries of a single commercial unit; the next step is a bigger role in the global marine industry.

As the yachting industry goes from strength to strength in Malta, the competitive advantages offered by Malta as a yachting hub as opposed to other regional or even global competitors become more readily apparent. Aside from the sterling work of our governments to promote the industry internationally, recent improvements to infrastructure and legal framework have made the sector’s prospects better than ever. Complementing this are service providers who are the most important point of contact between yachts and Malta: it is for this reason that we at Melita Marine Group are proud to be restlessly dedicated to complete customer satisfaction.

Our decision to continuously invest in our workforce is a conscious choice to put your needs first. Fully aware of the growing demands of the industry, we are committed to delivering the highest levels of professionalism and expertise. From the moment you approach us with a problem, we are determined to provide you with a prompt and efficient service that will exceed your expectations. We believe that our success depends on nothing less than being able to guarantee our clients the peace of mind that will come to us with a problem, knowing that we will respond with a solution.

CONTACT

Address: Melita Marine Group
201, The Strand, Gzira,
GZR 1023, Malta.
Tel: +356 2133 0964 / +356 2133 0982
Fax: +356 2131 4093
Email: info@melitamarinegroup.net
www.melitamarinegroup.net

OUR SERVICES

- Yard / Refit and Repair
- Agency
- Yacht Painting
- Yacht Chandlery
- MTU Distributors
YOUR YACHTING PARTNERS IN THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN

SALVO GRIMA & SONS LTD

ABOUT US
The Salvo Grima Group, which employs some 80 skilled and experienced individuals, encompasses interests in ship supply, international projects, fire- and warship building, international fire fighting, offshore support services, distribution and loss control operations. Fanfare runs the leading ship supplier in Malta, offering a comprehensive range of provisions, stores, spare parts, general supplies, various types of marine accessories and much more. A dedicated transshipping department, with the necessary equipment, is on hand to service vessels in transit and to care for essential supplies such as quality fruit, vegetables, cabin and medical stores, deck and marine stores, cleaning materials and maritime chemicals, safety equipment, cruising ropes, as well as bonded stores and crew items.

OUR VISION
Through our drive and ethical commitment we deliver by going a step further adapting to the market and empowering our people. One normally adopts the policy “out of sight, out of mind”, but this could easily end up in solidified lines and full stagnated tanks, causing uncalled for problems/costs. We are here to avoid all this.

SUPERYACHT SUPPLY
Forming part of our ship supply operations, the Superyacht supply division has developed over the last five years. This boutique operation is streamlining finance and providing for particular super yacht market and offers a service which is extremely flexible and specific. Deadlines are often the difference between a pleasant visit and an outstanding one, and the vacuum packed meats, fine grade fruit and vegetables, specialized cleaning materials, spares for life as well as perfumes and crew items are able to source quality items according to our client’s specific needs.

TREATMENT OF FUEL BACTERIA
Salvo Grima analyses the fuel on board, to detect bacteria and sediment. This puts the Boat’s mind at rest by saving maintenance and fuel costs in the long run.

SEWAGE TREATMENT
Through our drive and ethical commitment we deliver by going a step further adapting to the market and empowering our people.

CONTACT
Salvo Grima Group
187, Pinto House, Wine Pressers Wharf, Marsa MRS 1912, Malta.
Tel: (+356) 2560 7000 (+356) 2560 7147
Email: info@salvogrima.com
Website: www.salvogrima.com

OUR SERVICES

- Treatment of Fuel Bacteria has become a common occurrence nowadays.
- Salvo Grima analyses the fuel on board, to detect bacteria and sediment.
- We put the Boat’s mind at rest by saving maintenance and fuel costs in the long run.
- Sewage Plant Treatment is another service our company offers.
QUALITY ENGINES DESERVE QUALITY SERVICE...

UNEKCAT

ABOUT US

United Equipment (UNEC) is the only Caterpillar authorized service dealer in Malta. Over the past years, UNEC has established a dedicated team of marine technicians and support personnel to be able to service the ever growing yachting and marine industry in Malta. We have invested in training our technicians to the highest standards, thus ensuring our expertise and international clients in the marine industry have the fastest and most reliable service when needed. Our main business is the supply and service of industrial and commercial equipment. The marine section in UNEC is an integral part of our operation. We offer the whole portfolio of Caterpillar Marine products and services; sale of new engines or generators and also after sales support. To best serve our clients, we have employed experienced technicians and engineers, whilst we have also invested in training them to the highest standards. Since every customer is different, UNEC works with customer-specific service requirements that range from basic maintenance up to full-service agreements.

A maintenance agreement offers all kinds of advantages:

• High operational reliability and availability
• A performance guarantee in compliance with the agreement
• Guaranteed UNEC service
• Prevention of failures and consequential damages (longer engine life)
• Lower prices for engine parts

OUR VISION

We are one of the largest independent service agents of the marine industry. Our mission is to be the leading provider of quality servicing and maintenance by constantly investing in training our personnel, having the best response times and availability of spares, and working with the customers’ best interest at heart when it comes to supply and service of Caterpillar equipment.

UNECCAT

OUR SERVICES

• Supply of Caterpillar parts and oils
• Personalized Service and Maintenance programs
• Engine routine service and maintenance
• On-board emergency assistance
• Major Overhauls
• Professional and technical consultancy
• Servicing and repair of gangways
• Supply of technical and medical personnel

We work hand in hand with Malta’s yacht marinas, yacht dealers and ship agents to give our customers the best possible service and ensure that all their service needs are met with the highest standards of parts and deliveries too. Being a Caterpillar Marine’s official representative, UNEC guarantees that 90% of original Caterpillar parts can be delivered within up to 24 hours.

CONTACT

Address: UNEC, Burmarrad Road, Burmarrad, SPB 6073, Malta.
Tel: (+356) 2157 6409, (+356) 2359 6000, Mob: (+356) 7984 9848
Email: marine@unec.com.mt
www.unec.com.mt

OUR VISION

We aim to help assure customers’ peace of mind when it comes to the availability of their engines, emphasizing on quality servicing and maintenance by constantly investing in training our personnel, having the best response times and availability of spares, and working with the customers’ best interest at heart when it comes to supply and service of CAT equipment. UNEC is the only Caterpillar authorized service dealer in Malta. The marine section in UNEC is an integral part of our operation. We offer the whole portfolio of Caterpillar Marine products and services; sale of new engines or generators and also after sales support. To best serve our clients, we have employed experienced technicians and engineers, whilst we have also invested in training them to the highest standards. Since every customer is different, UNEC works with customer-specific service requirements that range from basic maintenance up to full-service agreements.

A maintenance agreement offers all kinds of advantages:

• High operational reliability and availability
• A performance guarantee in compliance with the agreement
• Guaranteed UNEC service
• Prevention of failures and consequential damages (longer engine life)
• Lower prices for engine parts

OUR SERVICES

• Supply of CAT parts and oils
• Personalized Service and Maintenance programs
• Engine routine service and maintenance
• On-board emergency assistance
• Major Overhauls
• Professional and technical consultancy
• Servicing and repair of gangways
• Supply of technical and medical personnel
WE’VE CREATED THE FIRST LUXURY PANORAMIC VISION SYSTEM FOR THE SUPER YACHT INDUSTRY

XV360 Optical Information Systems Ltd.

ABOUT US

XV360 Optical Information Systems Ltd. is an established Engineering firm, with an ambitious vision of delivering high end technology products to the marine sector. We have created the world’s first panoramic vision system, PANOBLU™. Development for the super yacht industry, our technology will help enhance the entertainment aspect of yachting with high-definition visual logs as well as increasing safety and security in harsh marine environments.

OUR VISION

With the latest in high-definition video technology we revolutionise the entertainment factor, all the while adding safety and security. Our technology allows you to map your journeys visually and share your 360° high resolution panoramas with friends and family. Our proprietary hardware is designed to enhance situational awareness that could be used to supplement collision detection. This means that PANOBLU™ will enhance the owner’s and guests’ peace of mind whilst at sea, with the facility of automatically capturing the best panoramic images of beautiful coastline locations and exotic destinations.

Whether for safety and security or entertainment, the imagery is 360° and high-resolution.

XV360 Optical Information Systems Ltd. was originally founded with the aim of visually mapping the world’s coastlines in a high-definition online library. The technology developed was soon in high demand and thus we launched a service to create personalised versions of the imaging system for the super yacht industry and the Commercial Shipping sector.

OUR SERVICES

We strive to understand and fulfill your wishes and requirements and are open to bespoke solutions. Our team of engineers will analyse the existing onboard structure and consult with your staff to integrate PANOBLU™ with onboard AV/IT systems. PANOBLU™ will be seamlessly integrated with your entertainment system and network providers by our expert engineers. After installation we also offer management and hosting solutions of your panoramic content as well as continuous product support for servicing and maintenance.

CONTACT

Head Office: XV360 Optical Information Systems Ltd., 241, Sean Buildings Floor 1, Triq Salvu Psaila, Birkirkara, BKR 9078, Malta - Europe.
Tel: (+356) 2033 0360
Mobile (+356) 9936 0015 (commercial enquiries)
Email info@xv360.com, gx@xv360.com
www.xv360.com
www.panoblu.com
PROVIDING THE BEST OUTSTANDING & SERVICES

YACHT PROJECTS

ABOUT US

Yacht Projects are yacht yard agents for the major yards in Malta, obtaining the best quotations and conditions. Over the years we have gained an excellent reputation in yacht refit and repair based on several years of experience.

Whilst yachts are undergoing repairs we offer a full range of support services. Our Yacht Shop will deliver chandlery items on board as well as procure and deliver spares locally or from our overseas suppliers. Crew visas and accommodation during repairs may also be arranged through our agency department.

OUR VISION

Depending on the nature of repairs we undertake to assign each job to the most specialized company, thus achieving an outstanding overall result. Our project management team ensures that any work entrusted to us is completed to the highest standard of quality and within the stipulated time frame.

Arrangements can be made for all types of work to the highest standard expected by boat owners. Yachts may be hauled out by 5 different methods depending on their size.

FACILITIES

The following are the current facilities available:

- Mobile Hoist with lifting capacities
- Cranes adapted for boat lifting with capacities of 80 Tons
- Slipways which can accommodate vessels up to 60m in length, 500 Ton displacement and 3.9 draught
- Floating docks which can accommodate up to 68m in length, 750 Ton displacement and 4m draught
- Dry docking available for vessels up to 360m length overall, including a 130m fully covered dry dock.

Our services include:

- Thermoplastic cover consumption
- Spray painting using customers preferred scheme
- Brush painting
- Mechanical Services
- GRP repairs
- Side Power Thruster Service Centre
- Condaria air-conditioning maintenance and repairs
- Glass Coating application
- Teak Doking and recalking
- Upholstery
- Textile make and storage facility
- Condaria Service Centre
- Side Power service centre

GLASS COATING

Glass coating is a product with high technological content, it is a clear and transparent liquid and may be applied to surfaces such as gel coat, plastics, polymers, resins, tar, ink, stones and painted surfaces.

Glass coating was the result of customers demand for quick, cost effective and high quality surface restoration, with long lasting shine and protection.

GLASS COATING

Why Malta for refit and repair:

- Very good facilities to cater for most repair jobs
- Skilled and experienced English speaking work force
- Friendly and safe European country
- Relatively low labour rates for skilled personnel
- Provision Thruster repairs
- Excellent weather all year round
- Great entertainment and sports facilities
- Regular flights to most destinations, as well as low cost airlines.

CONTACT

Address: Yacht Projects, 2 St. Angelo Mansions, Vittoriosa Waterfront, Vittoriosa, Birgu
BRG 1721 - Malta.
Tel: +356 2189 4800  |  +356 9936 9779
Email: karl@yachtshopmalta.com
www.glasscoatingyachts.com

GLASS COATING

glass coating is a product with high technological content, it is a clear and transparent liquid and may be applied to surfaces such as gel coat, plastics, polymers, resins, tar, ink, stones and painted surfaces. glass coating was the result of customers demand for quick, cost effective and high quality surface restoration, with long lasting shine and protection.
AFFINITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES

ABOUT US
Affinity Management Services Limited (Affinity) is an independently owned company offering expertise in a range of corporate and trust services. With offices in Malta and the Isle of Man, Affinity can provide the experience, professionals and dedication you need to take full advantage of the benefits available in both jurisdictions. Our innovative and efficient approach to providing a range of management services enables our clients to enjoy the rewards produced by the expertise of our highly qualified and knowledgeable staff.

OUR VISION
As an Affinity client you are at the very heart of our business and our sole aim is to serve your needs and protect your interests. We have a proven track record producing results for our international client base and we have a network of professional contacts throughout the industry able to provide multi-jurisdictional advice.

Our services take into account your unique and individual requirements and as an owner operated business with no external shareholders, clients can be assured of a personal, friendly and efficient service focused entirely on the best result for you.

OUR SERVICES
We have a large fleet of yachts under management and are widely regarded throughout the industry as one of the leading yacht management companies in Malta. We act as brokers for Owners and Captains to ensure all requirements and regulations associated with owning a commercial charter yacht are met.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

- Implementation of tax-efficient ownership structures
- Structuring of leasing arrangements
- Yacht registration
- Yacht management
- Yacht management and administration of the ownership structure
- Budgeting and financial reporting
- Liaisons with legal advisors and brokers in respect of purchase and sale
- Liaisons with brokers in respect of yacht charter
- Liaisons with maritime authorities
- Preparation of budget, periodic management reports and annual financial statements
- Management of crew expenditure and limits
- Management and administration of crew payroll

CONTACT

Affinity Malta,
Level 4, Suite 7, 216 Triq Ix-Xatt, Pieta,
PTA 9041, Malta.

Tel: (+356) 2010 4700
Email: info@affinity-malta.com
www.affinity-malta.com
ABOUT US
At AML we are committed at securing the right solutions by delivering a superior all round service for the maritime industry. By understanding your needs, we offer support and guidance across everything we do, from A to Z. We ensure we go beyond the expectations of our clients, each and every single time.

A management company with over 20 years experience, located at the heart of Ta’ Xbiex, opposite the beautiful yacht marina, our expert team, of marine and financial professionals specialize in Private & Commercial Yacht Registration, VAT Lease Structures and Corporate Services.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to provide Yacht owners with a reliable and secure service which covers all legal, operational and financial aspects, ensuring full compliance, as a result we guarantee the utmost in reliability.

Our answer to an exceptional service is based on our belief of being on extension for your business. Your challenge becomes our challenge; equally personal and concerned. For over 20 years this is our legacy we have built and delivery every single day.

YACHT LEASING STRUCTURE
Our experienced team advise and offer tax-efficient solutions to the setup of a VAT lease structure, ensuring owners benefit from the lowest VAT rate on the purchase of their yacht in meeting a substantial VAT saving.

Through our legal partners we offer assistance during the process of acquisition of the yacht, work hand in hand with yards, brokers and owners’ legal representatives ensuring all requirements are met and owners are alleviated from any administrative burden.

Our registration department liaise with the local authorities to ensure that the yacht obtains all necessary certification on board in compliance with the Malta Flag State. We also handle all port related formalities in Malta and coordinate with local port agents on matters related to the yacht’s arrival in Malta.

COMPANY QUALITY DECLARATION
Atlantic Management Ltd is a Quality Management System through which it has obtained its ISO 9001:2008 certification through UKAS. It is also certified by Lloyd’s Register as an SRPS, in accordance with MLC 2006. This is our commitment to safety and quality across all our services.

COMPANY QUALITY DECLARATION
Atlantic Management Ltd is a Quality Management System through which it has obtained its ISO 9001:2008 certification through UKAS. It is also certified by Lloyd’s Register as an SRPS, in accordance with MLC 2006. This is our commitment to safety and quality across all our services.

Our services include:
- Maritime, corporate and tax advisory
- Company incorporation
- VAT lease structure
- VAT & Tax compliance
- Book-keeping
- Private & commercial yacht registration
- Yacht importation procedures
- Registered agent services
- Legal assistance
- Handling all port related formalities
- Liaison with maritime authorities
- Crew employment contracts
- Crew payroll

CONTACT
Address: Atlantis Management Ltd
17G, Dolphin Court, Embassy Way,
Ta’ Xbiex XBX 1071, Malta.
Tel: +356 2133 0820 | +356 9988 6937
Email: Suzanne Brincat Dowdall - sdowdall@amlmalta.com
www.amlmalta.com
ABOUT US

Fenech & Fenech Advocates is the oldest law firm on the island. It is the only firm having four distinct departments specializing in different aspects of maritime law - registration, yachting, finance and marine litigation. In the 80’s this firm was the first to provide a fully comprehensive and professional service to owners interested in registering vessels under the Maltese flag and has since been actively involved in assisting with the law’s constant development aimed at providing solutions to the international shipping community.

OUR VISION

We are proud of the fact that the firm has assisted in making the Maltese maritime flag today the largest flag in Europe. We aim to draw on our extensive experience and expertise and to fully use it to understand each client’s requirements to provide tailor made solutions. Our yacht department provides comprehensive legal assistance to both private yacht and commercial yacht owners. We do not only provide the owner with what he/she thinks is good for him/her, we advise on what is truly the best solution for him/her.

YACHT LEASING STRUCTURE

Enjoying excellent relations with the relative authorities whilst drawing on our years of experience in the shipping sector, our yacht department handles the entire procedure relating to the Maltese leasing structure. The Guidelines Regarding VAT Treatment of Yachting Leasing were launched by the Maltese VAT department with the aim of assisting yacht owners to pay VAT on their yachts calculated on the percentage of the time that the vessel is deemed to sail in EU waters and for them to obtain a VAT paid certificate at the termination of the structure.

COMMERCIAL YACHTS

We are able to advise owners, charterers and managers on a number of solutions relative to the ownership and operation of yachts intended for commercial use depending on their individual requirements and intended operations. Our services include the setting up of Maltese shipping organisations, the provision of VAT/tax advice, handling of VAT/tax compliance, assistance with the importation of yachts into Malta and the provision of advice and handling of VAT compliance relating to yacht charters in terms of the Guidelines for the VAT Treatment of Short-Term Yacht Hiring.

PRIVATE YACHT REGISTRATION

Having years of experience in the sector, our team is available to assist you in taking full advantage of the benefits of the Malta flag, which include low registration costs, straightforward and quick registration procedures and 24-hour ship registry services.

SHIP FINANCE AND REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGES

With a background of long involvement in the field and working in the context of a sound legal framework offering substantial comfort to financiers, our ship finance department is one of the preferred on the island.

CONTACT

Address: Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198, Old Bakery Street, Valletta, VLT1455, Malta.

Tel: (+356) 2124 1232, (+356) 2599 0640

Email: ann.fenech@fenlex.com, alison.vassallo@fenlex.com

www.fenechlaw.com

FENECH & FENECH ADVOCATES

Providing quality and reliability to the international yachting community.

Fenech & Fenech Advocates is the oldest law firm on the island. It is the only firm having four distinct departments specializing in different aspects of maritime law - registration, yachting, finance and marine litigation. In the 80’s this firm was the first to provide a fully comprehensive and professional service to owners interested in registering vessels under the Maltese flag and has since been actively involved in assisting with the law’s constant development aimed at providing solutions to the international shipping community.

Our vision is to draw on our extensive experience and expertise and to fully use it to understand each client’s requirements with a view to providing solutions that are tailored to meet their needs. Our yacht department provides comprehensive legal assistance to both private yacht and commercial yacht owners. We do not only provide the owner with what he/she thinks is good for him/her, we advise on what is truly the best solution for him/her.

Yacht leasing structure

Enjoying excellent relations with the relative authorities whilst drawing on our years of experience in the shipping sector, our yacht department handles the entire procedure relating to the Maltese leasing structure. The Guidelines Regarding VAT Treatment of Yachting Leasing were launched by the Maltese VAT department with the aim of assisting yacht owners to pay VAT on their yachts calculated on the percentage of the time that the vessel is deemed to sail in EU waters and for them to obtain a VAT paid certificate at the termination of the structure.

Commercial yachts

We are able to advise owners, charterers and managers on a number of solutions relative to the ownership and operation of yachts intended for commercial use depending on their individual requirements and intended operations. Our services include the setting up of Maltese shipping organisations, the provision of VAT/tax advice, handling of VAT/tax compliance, assistance with the importation of yachts into Malta and the provision of advice and handling of VAT compliance relating to yacht charters in terms of the Guidelines for the VAT Treatment of Short-Term Yacht Hiring.

Private yacht registration

Having years of experience in the sector, our team is available to assist you in taking full advantage of the benefits of the Malta flag, which include low registration costs, straightforward and quick registration procedures and 24-hour ship registry services.

Ship finance and registration of mortgages

With a background of long involvement in the field and working in the context of a sound legal framework offering substantial comfort to financiers, our ship finance department is one of the preferred on the island.

Contact

Address: Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198, Old Bakery Street, Valletta, VLT1455, Malta.

Tel: (+356) 2124 1232, (+356) 2599 0640

Email: ann.fenech@fenlex.com, alison.vassallo@fenlex.com

www.fenechlaw.com

Fenech & Fenech Advocates is the oldest law firm on the island. It is the only firm having four distinct departments specializing in different aspects of maritime law - registration, yachting, finance and marine litigation. In the 80’s this firm was the first to provide a fully comprehensive and professional service to owners interested in registering vessels under the Maltese flag and has since been actively involved in assisting with the law’s constant development aimed at providing solutions to the international shipping community.

Our vision is to draw on our extensive experience and expertise and to fully use it to understand each client’s requirements with a view to providing solutions that are tailored to meet their needs. Our yacht department provides comprehensive legal assistance to both private yacht and commercial yacht owners. We do not only provide the owner with what he/she thinks is good for him/her, we advise on what is truly the best solution for him/her.

Yacht leasing structure

Enjoying excellent relations with the relative authorities whilst drawing on our years of experience in the shipping sector, our yacht department handles the entire procedure relating to the Maltese leasing structure. The Guidelines Regarding VAT Treatment of Yachting Leasing were launched by the Maltese VAT department with the aim of assisting yacht owners to pay VAT on their yachts calculated on the percentage of the time that the vessel is deemed to sail in EU waters and for them to obtain a VAT paid certificate at the termination of the structure.

Commercial yachts

We are able to advise owners, charterers and managers on a number of solutions relative to the ownership and operation of yachts intended for commercial use depending on their individual requirements and intended operations. Our services include the setting up of Maltese shipping organisations, the provision of VAT/tax advice, handling of VAT/tax compliance, assistance with the importation of yachts into Malta and the provision of advice and handling of VAT compliance relating to yacht charters in terms of the Guidelines for the VAT Treatment of Short-Term Yacht Hiring.
GANADO ADVOCATES

ABOUT US

GANADO Advocates is a leading full service law firm based in Malta, widely recognized for its business and commercial law practice. The firm prides itself on being highly regarded in its fields of work and is regularly featured in leading international directories. The firm has over the past decades contributed considerably towards creating and enhancing Malta’s hard-won reputation as a reliable and effective international centre for finance and maritime services.

OUR VISION

Currently the largest law firm in Malta with over 70 lawyers and other professionals, GANADO Advocates is committed to providing the widest range of legal advisory services for the benefit of its clients. The firm’s lawyers and other professionals are renowned for their deep understanding of their various practice areas, and are constantly striving to ensure that clients benefit from the utmost in legal excellence. The firm believes that client satisfaction is the best gauge of its success and strives to consistently exceed the benchmarks set by the competition.

ABOUT OUR YACHTING PRACTICE

GANADO Advocates is at the forefront of the local ship registration and ship finance sectors and acts for many major ship owners, yacht owners, banks and other financial institutions. The firm has been closely involved in the re-drafting of much of the relevant shipping legislation over the years. The firm has a professional international client base and its professionals advise a wide range of local and international clients and.financiers.

OUR SERVICES

The firm provides comprehensive legal advisory services in the following areas:

- Vessel registration
- VAT structuring advice
- Personal and corporate tax advice
- Formation of companies
- Registered agent services
- Registration of vessel mortgages
- Assistance to vessel lenders
- Vessel arrest, admiralty and marine claims
- Establishment of trusts and foundations, and fiduciary services
- Analysis advice and structuring
- Employment and immigration law services
- Assistance for licensing of banks, investment funds and insurance companies
- Retirement schemes and QROPS.

CONTACT

Address: Ganado Advocates, Advocates, 171 Old Bakery Street, Valletta, VLT1455, Malta.
Tel: (+356) 2123 5406, (+356) 2122 5908
Email: Stephen Attard - sattd@jmganado.com
Christine Cassar Naudi - ccnaudi@jmganado.com
www.ganadoadvocates.com
Established in 1969, today KPMG is one of the largest professional services firms in Malta. With a balanced mix of international and local clients, our goal is to turn knowledge into value for the benefit of our clients, our people, and the capital markets. We continue to build on past successes thanks to a clear vision, rigorously maintained values, and, above all, our people.

OUR VISION
Our strategy is to form an integral part of a globally consistent network of organisations with excellent people who have deep, practical industry knowledge, providing multidisciplinary capabilities. This approach meets our clients’ expectations and enables us to fully develop an understanding of the issues that matter most to our clients, the dedication of our people to engaging a competitive advantage for our clients, and our ability to provide seamless services. The result is a clear focus on the issues that really matter to you.

JURISDICTION OF CHOICE
Equipped with all the right ingredients to meet and exceed the requirements of modern shipping, both commercial and private, Malta has emerged as the foremost shipping and yachting hub within the Mediterranean. This is a testimony to the fact that the International Ship Register currently ranks as the largest in Europe and the sixth largest in the world. Offering a comprehensive range of maritime services within a robust regulatory framework with an attractive registration system and an efficient and modern regulator, Malta is the place to be!

VAT EFFICIENCY
The VAT Authority’s guidelines on the long-term leasing of yachts by a Malta company allow for an overall VAT incidence incurred on the acquisition of a yacht to be reduced to as low as 5.4%, depending on the size and means of propulsion of the yacht. Our deep knowledge and extensive experience in this area, coupled with our excellent relations with the authorities, make us ideally placed to provide comprehensive advice and assistance to any yacht owner interested in making use of a Maltese yacht leasing structure. The VAT Authority issued similar guidelines covering short-term leasing, resulting in the same lowest effective rate of VAT once availed of, which further demonstrates Malta’s position as an attractive yachting nucleus.

YACHT REGISTRATION AND FINANCE
All kinds of seagoing vessels, from large cruise liners and super tankers to private yachts, may register under the Malta flag and reap the benefits of Maltese registration, including low costs, quick and hassle-free procedures, as well as a 24-hour ship registry service. Furthermore, with a long-established maritime tradition, financiers are typically well acquainted with the Maltese legal framework and are confident that Malta provides a sound legal framework which affords security to ship financiers, ensuring that their rights are adequately protected under Maltese law.

ABOUT US
OUR SERVICES
KPMG provides a complete suite of Audit, Tax, and Advisory services. We combine our multi-disciplinary approach with deep, practical industry knowledge to help clients worldwide to navigate risks and perform successfully.

OUR SERVICES
- all direct and indirect taxation aspects of proposed transactions to secure the lowest possible solution for our clients;
- private and commercial yacht registration;
- setting up of shipping organisations;
- maritime financial advisory services;
- VAT-efficient yacht leasing structures;
- assistance with importation procedures; and
- assistance with ongoing company matters such as bookkeeping and compliance issues.

CONTACT
Address: KPMG, Portico Building, Marina Street, Pieta, PTA9044, Malta
Tel: (+356) 2563 1000
Email: Anthony Pace, Partner – anthonypace@kpmg.com.mt
Simon Xuereb, Director – SimonXuereb@kpmg.com.mt
Graziebla Demanuele Bianco, Senior Manager – gdemanuelebianco@kpmg.com.mt

www.kpmg.com.mt
KSi Malta is one of Malta's leading audit, tax and advisory firms providing a wide range of services to both local and international clients. The firm's services include ship registration (including superyachts), private and corporate tax planning, residency and citizenship programmes, and company formation.

KSi Malta forms part of Morison KSi, a global association of leading professional service firms, established to meet the cross-border accounting, auditing, tax and business consulting needs of clients. Morison KSi is present in 83 countries, having 12,070 staff and a turnover of over $1 billion.

OUR VISION
'To be the leading provider of auditing, accounting, tax and consultancy services, whilst maintaining the utmost ethical standards and a commitment to offer innovative value added solutions to clients, enhancing employee skills and capabilities and to promote general community interests.'

OUR SERVICES
Ship registration in Malta has been on the increase these past few years thanks to the island's strategic location, which helped to become the largest shipping register in Europe and one of the largest ship registers in the world.

Yacht registration is very popular in Malta, thanks to favourable tax incentives. Vessels in Malta are registered both for commercial and leisure purposes.

The Maltese flag is not a flag of convenience but is well respected around the world. The registration of ships and yachts under the Maltese flag offers many advantages, including:
• low company formation and vessel registration costs,
• no restrictions on the nationality of the ship owner,
• tax exemptions or minimal tax obligations,
• no restrictions on the nationality of the captain, officers and crew.

Being a small island with limited natural resources, Malta has long viewed the maritime industry as a pillar of strength and for this reason has sought to cultivate and equip it in the best of ways. Malta’s ports and maritime infrastructure are among the best in Europe offering easy access at reasonable costs.

KSi Malta offers various services for the registration and maintenance of vessels, yachts and superyachts under the Maltese Shipping Register and the guidance of the Transport Malta (Maritime) Authority.

KSi MALTA's range of services include:
• Ship and Yacht Registration
• Crew Management Services
• Company Formation
• Citizenship and Residency Programmes
• Corporate and Private Tax Advice
• Audit and Accountancy
• Company Secretarial
• Payroll
• Gaming
• Aviation
• Business Development & Funding
• Legal Services

CONTACT
Address: KSi Malta, Villa Gauci, Mdina Road, Birkirkara, BGR 4231, Malta
Tel: (+356) 2122 5716, (+356) 7944 2420
Email: dmgauci@ksimalta.com
www.ksimalta.com
MANN MADE MALTA LIMITED

ABOUT US
Mann Made Malta Limited, part of the Mann Made Group, is a dedicated, Malta based Yacht Corporate Services Company, that provides a cost-effective service to clients for all their yachting needs.

OUR VISION
Mann Made takes great satisfaction in the first-class bespoke client service it provides. Yacht owners and their advisors demand and deserve an immediate and tailored response by knowledgeable, experienced staff who understand what it means to purchase, manage and enjoy a yacht. We pride ourselves on the level of our technical knowledge and our philosophy is to always be professional and readily accessible. We offer our clients a primary single point of contact with support from a committed and capable team selected by word-of-mouth referrals or tax, VAT, banking and other yacht related matters.

OUR SERVICES
We endeavour to establish a relationship with our clients that benefits both parties. We start this by applying a policy of transparent fixed pricing that is clear, agreed, and consistent. This helps our clients forecast and manage their costs effectively, whilst enabling them to concentrate on running the yacht, while we take care of its financial business.

Our services include:
• Setup and Administration of Yacht Companies and Ownership Structure
• Yacht Registration
• Book-keeping and Accounting
• VAT Management and VAT Compliance
• Yacht Leasing
• Crew Payroll
• Brokerage Services
• Insurance

CONTACT
Address: Mann Made Malta Ltd
Suite E 305, The Hub Work Space, Triq Sant’ Andrija, San Gwann, SGN 1612, Malta.
Tel: +356 2761 1727 | +356 9945 6433
Email/Skype: kenneth.rizzo@mannmadegroup.com
www.mannmadegroup.com

How do we achieve this?
The primary focus of Mann Made is our relationship with each and every client. The core value of individual attention, which is imperative to our yachting clients, drives our operations and growth.

Our offices are geographically situated in jurisdictions that enable us to offer strategic solutions, but are closely linked via robust firewall protected IT systems allowing the Group to function as one integrated team. This facilitated a commitment to service our yachting clients effectively and efficiently, whilst maintaining a flexible and bespoke approach to deal with our clients requirements as they develop over time.

Our methodology mitigates operational cost, enabling us to offer cost effective services, whilst upholding the service standards and individual attention that every yachting client requires.

MANN MADE GROUP…
YOUR YACHT’S CREW IN THE FINANCIAL SEA.
SURVEYORS, CONSULTANTS, ENGINEERS & NAVAL ARCHITECTS

MARINE & INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY

ABOUT US

MICS is an independent maritime technical practice with the purpose of providing the marine and yachting industries professional survey, consultancy, engineering and naval architectural services. Established in 1980, our team of experienced yacht surveyors, consultants, engineers and naval architects provide services to companies, corporations and shipowners all over the world. We are appointed by Transport Malta as Surveyors of Ships, Flag State Inspectors and Auditors to major Administrations, as well as Deputy Registrars to The Cook Islands Administration. MICS are internationally considered to be leading experts in coding of yachts to the Transport Malta - Commercial Yacht Code.

OUR VISION

We are proud to have been providing our services to the yachting industry since 1980. This has been possible due to continual attention to our client’s possible significant investment in our human resources, equipment and software.

MICS have been the leading force behind the development and implementation of the Transport Malta - Commercial Yacht Code, as we were appointed by the then Malta Maritime Authority to develop and draft the code. We remain the leading surveyors in certification of yachts to this code, with the majority of commercial yachts registered with the Maltese Registry having been surveyed by this office. MICS remain dedicated to further develop its services and support the yachting industry.

YACHT SURVEYS

MICS Surveyors regularly deliver a comprehensive range of surveys including:

• Yacht Coding / Pre-Coding Surveys to the Transport Malta Commercial Yacht Code, MCA Large Yacht Codes (pre-coding only) and the Cook Island Yacht Codes.
• Pre-Purchase Condition Surveys
• Valuation Surveys
• Damage Surveys
• Insurance Condition Surveys
• Expert Witness and Dispute Resolution
• CE Marking to the RCD Directive

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING & STABILITY

Using industry recognised software, we provide efficient Naval Architectural and Engineering Services for:

• New Building and Conversion Concept Design
• Propulsion requirements estimation – by means of software
• Detailed Design – Includes Engineering, Naval Architecture, Interior Design, Yacht System Schematics and Electrical System Schematics
• Hull Modeling and Structural Analysis
• Coating System Specification
• Stability Evaluation including, preparation of intact and damage stability, inclining experiments, lightweight surveys, case by case preparation of loading conditions on behalf of Masters.

YACHT SHIPPING – LIFTING, LASHING & DISCHARGE

MICS have extensive experience in designing and supervising complex heavy lift and break-bulk cargo lashing operations, especially within the offshore industry. With increased use of yacht shipping, this knowledge has been successfully transferred to support the yacht industry. MICS regularly provide these services to Owners, Major Shipping Lines, Insurance Companies, Port Terminals and Logistics Companies.

CONSULTANCY

With MICS experience and knowledge base we are in a position to provide consultancy in various aspects of yachting, these include:

• Regulatory Compliance; We have extensive experience working for Flag State Administrations, Classification Societies, Notified Bodies as well as Managers. We have offered consultancy in the complex regime of regulatory compliance. Stable security management systems, development of shipboard manuals and plans, CE Marking (Yacht Code), ISO 9001 and ISM. 2006.

• Yacht Building, Refit, Project Management and Repair: MICS can provide build, refit or repair supervision and consultancy to Owners, Managers and Yards, assisting in planning, scheduling and managing the projects, to deliver the correctly specified super yacht or super yacht refit/repair in time, on budget and to specification.

Our services include:

• Yacht Surveys
• Consultancy
• Naval Architecture & Engineering
• Yacht Shipping – Lifting, Lashing and Discharge

MICS Nautic Survey & Consultancy

Address: MICS Ltd. Nautic, No. 53, Triq L’Ortolan, San Gwann, SGN 1943, Malta.
Tel: +356 2138 4722 Fax: +356 2138 4724
After Office Hours: (+356) 9949 7623, (+356) 9942 3298
Email: info@micsltd.org
www.micsyachtsurveys.com.mt
ABOUT US

MBL Yachting, based at Lighters Wharf, Grand Harbour, is a division of MBL of Mifsud Brothers Ltd which has long experience in the top-end cruise line sector having handled some of the finest vessels including Yachts of Seabourn, SeaDream Yacht Club and Hapag Lloyd's prestigious “Europa” and “Europa 2” as well as the demanding requirements of luxury cruise ships like the MV “The World”. A Super Yacht client reference list is available on request.

OUR VISION

MBL’s service policy is designed to meet the ever-changing complexity of the pleasure and commercial yachting industry, whilst catering to the personal nature of the yacht owners and guests. This individual support is delivered in a well-organized and swift manner by well educated and discreet personnel (available 24/7) at the most competitive rates. Our aim is to offer a seamless service to both principals and guests visiting the Maltese Islands from the initial stages of planning the yacht’s stay, up until departure, hoping to create a lasting relationship.

ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE OUR YACHT LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE.

Our company has experience in handling luxury Cruise Ships, Yachts as well as Incentives and Events. Thus, our executives are used to catering to discerning guests whose needs are diverse and standards are high.

Apart from dealing with Yacht Agency, we solve practical problems such as last-minute travel arrangements, lost luggage, emergency shopping and medical matters. Our unrivalled local knowledge is available to you 365 days a year. 24/7 all requests are handled discreetly within a short time span. You can consider us your personal assistant for the duration of your stay in and around the Maltese Islands.

Our “Concierge Services” Include:

• Info Pack - A Tourist Information Pack together with useful information.
• Orientation Tour - Let us take you for a half day tour around Malta to show you the highlights of our country.
• Shopping & Provisioning - We will accompany you to the best local stores to stock up with local and international delicacies. Alternatively we can arrange for the best chandlers to deliver any provisions required directly to your Yacht.
• Your Wine Cellar - We will visit the local vineyards and cellars so you can taste and choose your favourite local wines. We can arrange for free delivery to your Yacht.
• Health and Beauty Services - We can book a Fitness Trainer, Beautician and Masseuse who will come to your Yacht by appointment.
• Restaurant recommendations and bookings - We can recommend and/or book a table at Malta’s best restaurants.

OUR SERVICES

Thanks to the excellent relations with local authorities and service providers we are able to offer:

• Berth Reservations
• Arrival & Departure Formalities
• Banking
• Food/Provisions including sourcing of the wines
• Exclusive Excursions
• Technical Supplies
• On-board Entertainment
• Luxury Flooring
• Logistic Support
• Technical Repairs
• Interior Design & Complete Refurbishing Projects
• Transportation & Travel Arrangements
• Medical Assistance
• Cluster Services
• VIP Concierge Service including private tours.

CONTACT

Address: Super Yacht Services, 14 Lighters Wharf, Grand Harbour, Marsa, ML1442, Malta.
Tel +356 2122 2640, Fax: +356 2122 1939
Email: yachting@mbl.com.mt
Website: www.maltasuperyachtservices.com
NAVAL ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

ABOUT US

Naval Architectural Services is a specialist marine bureau offering world class marine design, survey and consultancy services to the super yacht and mega yacht sectors. Based at the heart of the Mediterranean, thus well away from the daily stress of urban living, we provide a platform for innovation and development in Naval Architecture, Marine Engineering, ship regulation and survey to the service of all people. Exclusively for those seeking or connected to the exclusive yacht sector.

OUR VISION

Our range of services and contract philosophy is one characterised by professional approach, technical excellence and personal attention to the needs of the client. We give particular emphasis to the importance of efficient delivery of the constantly evolving world of marine regulation and technological innovations. We are in constant search of new and innovative means and ways in order to enable us to provide prompt and cost effective services.

Design

By using advanced and fully integrated digital prototyping software and supported by powerful rendering tools we can effectively develop, analyse and visualise designs and coordinate modifications very effectively. By having full control over key aspects of the hull design and fairing process, the generation of structural members from our vast material database and by automating mechanical system design, pipe runs and related systems under a common conflict management system we ensure avoidance of modifications during build or refit and a speedier, more efficient design process.

Survey

We have been active in the development and implementation of the Malta Commercial Yacht Code since its inception and have built a special relationship with major players in the sector. The scope and range of surveys offered will typically vary from the evaluation and feasibility of particular existing yachts, condition and valuation surveys, survey of new buildings as well as the preparation of all necessary survey documentation and certification. No regulations as is a Commercial Yacht.

Consultancy

By constantly monitoring the evolving world of marine regulation, we keep abreast of the present and future National and International requirements applicable to the various yacht categories. Thus, whether it is in issues arising following a Port State Control inspection, retrofit conversion to SOLAS Passenger Ship, a general query or assistance in relation to any regulation, we keep the necessary books and knowledge to guide you on all issues relevant to International and National Regulations, particularly SOLAS, Load Line, MARPOL, SOLAS, STCW and various IMO Codes.

NAVAL ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES SERVICES

• Conceptual and more detailed design for new-builds and refit projects.
• Preparation of technical specification documents;
• Structural design and analysis
• Production of Classification and Statutory plans.
• Malta Commercial Yacht Code Surveys and certification;
• Condition and Evaluation Surveys; Stability tests and evaluation;
• Preparation of impact and damage stability information.
• Consultancy on the regulatory standards concerning super yachts in operation both as private and commercial yachts;
• Yacht supervision.

CONTACT

Address: Naval Architectural Services, 178, Ghajn Dwieli Road, Paola, PLA 9054, Malta
Tel: (+356) 2168 8254, Mob: (+356) 9946 4782
Email: info@nas.com.mt
www.nas.com.mt

DESIGN, SURVEY, CONSULTANCY